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In manufacturing processes of various semiconductor and display devices, a thin-film deposition on the glass or 
silicon substrates is widely used to realize the desired functions. Both thickness and thickness uniformity of both 
layers with significant thickness difference affects the device performance seriously. Specifically, a thin-film 
deposited sample fabricated through various manufacturing processes like thermal oxidation process, micro-pattern 
etching process, and side-wall patterning process experiences the thickness change in both thin film and substrate, 
which means that the simultaneous thickness measurements of both layers are very important to improve the 
production yield rate. However, each thickness range is very far from the thickness range of the other layer, and it 
is impossible to measure both thicknesses only with a single measurement technique. In this study, two different 
optical methods are integrated for simultaneous thickness measurements of both layers in a thin-film deposited 
sample; one is the spectroscopic reflectometer for thin-film thickness measurement, the other is the spectral domain 
interferometer for substrate thickness measurement. To verify the individual thickness measurement performance in 
thin-film deposited sample, the thickness measurement results by the proposed measurement system were compared 
with those measured the standard thickness measurement system for several samples from thin-film to substrate. 
Also, the simultaneous thickness measurement performance in thin-film deposited sample fabricated with 100 nm-
to-150 nm SiO2 thin film upon a silicon wafer with nominal thickness of 450 μm were successfully tested through 
sample scanning. Both thickness measurement results were in good agreement with the certified values by standard 
instruments within measurement uncertainties without mutual interference. Therefore, it is expected that the 
proposed method can be actively applied to the thickness inspection processes of samples having various thickness 
ranges such as thin-film deposited samples. 
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